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Abstract 

We present an overview of the engineering design and empirical performance of 4 
stressed-lap polishing tools developed at the University of Arizona. DeSCriptions of the 
electromechanical actuators, servo systems, computer intetfacing, and attachment of the 
lap to the polishing machine are provided. The empirical perfonnance of a representative 
tool is discussed in terms of accuracy, repeatability, and hysteresis. Finally, we estimate 
the statistical likelihood of aluminum lap plate failure through a metal fatigue analysis for 
a worst-case stress cycling scenario. 

Keywords: Optical Fabrication, Polishing 

1. Introduction 

The research effon at the Steward Observatory Mirror Lab has led to the develop

ment of a new deformable large-tool polishing technique that has enjoyed great success in 

the last few years. We call it the stressed-lap technique, and it is one solution to the funda

mental problem of shape misfit that occurs for large polishing tools on highly aspheric op

tical surfaces. For example a rigid passive lap cannot maintain an accurate fit to a 

paraboloidal surface because of the variations in curvature across the surface. The decrease 

in curvature from vertex to edge causes a misfit with the form of defocus. the unequal radial 

and tangential curvatures cause astigmatic misfit, and the variation of radial curvature 

across the lap face causes comatic misfit. In principle though, a large stiff tool is advanta

geous because it produces high glass removal rates and natural smoothing over a wide 

range of spatial frequencies. The stressed lap allows use of a large stiff tool on highly as

pheric surfaces because its shape is actively changed as it is moved over the surface. The 

shape changes are induced in a large circular plate through the application of bending and 
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twisting edge moments. 

To date, the stressed-lap technique has successfully polished several borosilicate 

honeycomb primary mirrors to better than 22nm rms surface error l .5: 1) the 1.8m f/l.0 Vat

ican Advanced Technology Telescope (VATT) , 2) the 3.5m f/l.5 Air Force Phillips Lab 

telescope, 3) the 35m f/1.75 Astrophysical Consonium telescope (ARC), and 4) the 3.5m 

f/I.75 Wisconsin, Indiana, Yale, National Optical Astronomy Observatories telescope 

(WIYN). 

This paper summarizes the engineering effons that went into the development of the 

stressed lap. A fonhcoming paper will discuss the principles and conceptual design of the 

stressed lap. Section 2 provides a basic description of the mechanical, servo, and interfacing 

systems as well as the empirical performance of the tool including shape calibration, repro

ducibility and hysteresis. Section 3 discusses attachment to the polishing machine. Section 

4 gives a faligue analysis of the lap plate used to estimate lifetime and aid in the selection 

of an appropriate aluminum alloy. 

2. Basic Description 

One of the basic goals of the stressed lap is for the computer to control tool defor

mation in a manner that is transparent to the optician, so that for practical purposes, the op

tician can polish a highly aspheric surface as if polishing a sphere. A relatively complex 

control system for the stressed lap allows the optician to concentrate on figuring the mirror 

without regard to its asphericily. The computer continuously reads the lap's position and 

orientation with respect to the mirror with encoders. This information, plus the mirror sur

face geometry, allows the computer to independently control the lap shape as it moves. 

Combined with high mechanical stiffness, low-noise servo electronics, relatively 

high response bandwidth, and shape repeatability free of hysteresis, the stressed lap in prin

ciple removes much of the complication of polishing a highly aspheric optic. In addition, 

early polishing experiments proved that the attachment of the lap to the polishing machine 

was critical to the control of unwanted pressure gradients across the lap face, and that vary

ing the axial polishing pressure in proponion to local surface errors increased the conver

gence rate. This section describes the mechanical and electrical designs we incorporated 
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inlO the stressed lap to achieve these goals. 

A. Mechanical 
The stressed lap consists of a solid circular aluminum plate with steel tubes attached 

to the perimeter. Electro-mechanical actuators create bending and twisting moments at the 

edge of the plale by applying forces to Ihe tops of the tubes. The forces are transmitted by 

sleel bands in tension. Figure I shows a schematic side view of a stressed lap with one such 
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Figure I A side schematic or a single actuator ror the 60cm stressed lap. By applylnl tension to the 
strel bands with an electro-mechanical actuator, a bending moment is produced in the plate. 
Motor torque is converted into linear rorce at the bands by a ball screw and a lever arm. A 
parallek.Kram linkage attached to the rulcrum insures not only that the (orce application he1lht is 
constant throughout the dynamic ranle. but also that the tension bands do not twist. The plastic 
layer gives the pitch surface the proper average curvature. 

actuator. As the top view in Figure 2 shows, each tube contains one actuator and also serves 

as the lenni nation for Ihe band of another actuator. With the bands arranged in triangles as 

shown, the necessary bending and twisting moments can be applied. The mechanical com

ponents of an actuator consist of a torque motor, ball screw, lever ann, and linkage. The ten

sion in each band is measured with a load cell at the tennination point. and this tension 

serves as the servo feedback signal to control motor torque. A preload tension is applied to 

the entire set of bands so that they remain in tension anywhere on the mirror. thus eliminat

ing backlash from the mechanical force system at the transition between tension and com

pression. The discrete application of moments causes some scalloping of lhe plate near the 
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Figure 2 Top view or the 6lkm stressed lap. 12 actuators are attached to the periphery 01 
the plate. Twisting and bending moments are pmduced by arranging the tension bands in 
set'! or equilateral triangles. 

actuators, so the active polishing area is constrained 10 be Ihe inner 80% diameter of the 

plate. 
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Table I summarizes the properties of the stressed laps built to date and gives a side 

Table I Stressed laps built to date. 

Parameters Actuator Schematic3 

Max. polishing diameter (m) 1.2 
,.,.. 

TB-v-t;~~ 
r/ 

I -
.~ 

B~~l' ~8aS.~Gtft 

Number of actuators IS 

Peak bending torque (N . m) 3400 

Feedback type load cell 

Plate thickness (em) 5.21 

Max. polishing diameter (m) 0.6 

.:mT: 
Number of actuators 12 

Peak bending torque (N m) 13S0 

Feedback type load cell 

Plate thickness (cm) 2.54 

Max. polishing diameter (m) 0.3 
III 

F-;~ -B 

Q _M 

L ... J~LI,
It_" 

Number of acltlators 12 

Peak bending torque (N m) 340 

Feedback type load cell 

Plate thickness (em) 1.21 

Max. polishing diameter (m) 0.6 

~ : wI"."]-! . /11 

-:-l~: 

·--J:-:!lf' 
BlIIll!llI!1 _. 

Number of actuators 12 

Peak bending torque (N . m) 960 

Feedback type beam 
deflection 

Plate thickness (em) 2.54 

a. 1'B = tcn~i()n band, F = fulcrum. M motor. B ball nut. T =trunnion. W = 
WailS linkage. Tbc relative scale of each drawing is different. 
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view of each actuator design. The tirst stressed lap we built had actuators based on the de

sign shown last in the table and was used to polish the l.Sm f/1.0 primary mirror for the 

Vatican Advanced Technology Telescope. The force feedback system was based on sensing 

the deflection of a steel beam with an LVDT (linearly variable differential transformer). Al

though the lap was adequate to finish the mirror, the hysteresis of this feedback system led 

to unacceptable shape errors, and considerable polishing from small hartd lools was re

quired to reach the final surface figure accuracy of t1nm rms. This Jap has since been de

commissioned in favor of designs incorporating load cells to measure band tension 

improving the shape accuracy and repeatability at least sevenfold. The 1.2m lap has been 

used to polish 3 3.5m mirrors, and will be the primary tool used to polish all of our 6.5m 

and BAm primary mirrors. The 30cm and new 60cm tools will be used in our secondary 

mirror polishing program. 

B. Electrical 

An actuator is a constant force device that is position and stroke independent. 

Changing the lap shape is accomplished by changing the force disttibution that all actuators 

apply to the lap plate. The electrical components consist of a DC torque motor driven by a 

PWM (pulsed wave modulated) servo amplifier, an analog PI (proportional integral) stage, 

and the feedback load cell force signal. A DC tachometer provides torque stabilization. In 

real time, the servo rejects unwanted moments produced by the influence of neighboring 

actuators and those due to mirror contact when polishing. 

A force command is issued to an actuator by placing the data (force value) and the 

address (actuator number) onto a bus that is connected to all actuators. An address decoder 

selects the actuator and a strobe latches the data onto the appropriate tension servo. The 

schematic is shown in Figure 3. During operation, a 25 MHz 6S030 computer running Vx

Works (Wind River Systems, Inc.) continually reads the polishing machine encoders and 

serially updates individual actuators at a rate of 22 kHz (I.SkHz shape update rate of a lap 

with 12 actuators). A system diagram is shown in Figure 4. 
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Io'igure :3 A schematic ror the stres.'Ied lap tension servo system. Force commands are 
loaded into each actuator by strobing a 12-bit word into a registered DAC rrom a data 
bus. The shape update rate is over I kHz. The servo bandwidth and dampinl coefficient 
are set to yield a ma:dmum 0.1 degree shape phase lag error al 10 rpm lap rotation rate. 

C. Shape Calibration 
The relationship between the lap shape and actuator forces is detennined with a set 

of LVDT sensors. The lower surface of the lap plate is brought into contact with the sensor 

matrix via a three-point kinematic attachment. Given the geometry of the optical surface, a 

position and orientation for the lap. and feedback from the contact sensors. the computer 

uses an iterative least squares method to detennine the best set of actuator forces that yield 

the correct plate shape. For nearly paraboloidal optical surfaces. analytic solutions similar 

to those by Lubliner and Nelson6 are used to calculate the desired sensor displacements. In 

this C<lSC, an an<llytic solution is tractable because the sag equation has a simple fonn. For 

arbitrary conic. the sag equation is transformed into local coordinates centered at the lap 

position using. e.g .. the Levenberg-Marquardt solver built into MathCad (MathSoft, Inc.). 

(). Empirical performance 
Figure 5 shows the typical shape accuracy obtained during calibration of the 1.2m 

stressed lap on the Air Force 3.S-m f/I.5 primary mirror along with the errors seen when 

we attempt to reproduce these shapes. The lower part of the figure shows the corresponding 

decomposition of the bending moments into coma, defocus. and astigmatism. Bending hys-
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Polishing Machine 

Table Rotation Encoder 

Lap Rotation Encoder 


Parallel Address/Data Bus (22 kHz) 


Stressed Lap 

Calibration Station 

32 Lap Displacement Sensors 

FilUre 4 Electronic system diagram orstressed lap operation. Lap shapes are determined 
at the calibration station and used to generate a high density look-up table or actuator 
value YS. mirror position. During polishing, the VME-ba.wd computer reads the encoders 
on the polishing machine and updates the lap shape at I kllz rates with the look-up table. 

teresis resulting from all possible sources is displayed in Figure 6. Hysteresis and shape re

peatability were not obtained with the lap actually in contact with the mirror. but rather by 

placing the lap on the calibration fixture and simulating the movement. The time stability 

of the lap servo system and associated electronics are shown in Figure 1. 

Ethernet 

Workstation 
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Figure 5 The upper plot shows the shape accaracy or the 1.2m stressed lap produced by 
calibration ror the 3.S-m "1.5 Air Force mirror (solid points) vs. tile distance or tile la, ceater 
rrom the vertex or the mirror (X). Also shown are the I'DIS errors that 8ft produced by raadolllly 
accessinl these shapes and comparinl to the calibratioa. This is tile most severe test of....pe 
reproducibility and Mludes al efl'eCls rrom mechanlclll hysteresis, Id ..atic a ...hmen" and 
servo errors. The lower plot shows the correspondin. moment amplitudes (peak ... rorce times 
the post height) introduced by the aduators for dd'ocus, com .. and astipIa'lSIa. "I X=1.521n. 
these correspond to 360, 129, and 170 11m orplate delledioa ~tive.,. Plate lIIeory (solid tiDe) 
underestimates the actual moments (d8Shed) beeause or flate stlfl'eninl at the lap periphery due 
to the steel aUachment brackets 01 the actuators (shown ID Fipre 2). 
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Fipre 6 Highly ellaqerated stressed lap hysteresis plots derived from the data set used to 
produce Filure 5. In eaa case, a coatour map is computed by subtnc:tinltwo shapes derived 
rrom movin.lhe lap in opposite diredions. The lop plot shows the difl'ere~e map produced by 
moving the lap rrom the center to the edle or the mirror and back apin with no rotation. The two 
shapes produced at the SOfA, zone or the mirror are subtracted and displayed. The bottom plot 
shows hysteresis produced at the mirror edle by subtractinlshapes produced by "'tatinl the lap 
in opposite directions. In each case, the difl'erence maps have errors less lha. 1.5 11'" rms and 4 
11m peak·to-va.y over the run 1.2m diameter or the lap. 

3. Attachment to the Polishing Machine 

In addilion 10 Ihe inlernal bending siresses applied 10 the lap plare by its actuators, 
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Figure 7 One measure 01 tllf time stabiUty 01 tllf sttessed·1ap tensloa s«vo l)'S1em. HIst.._ 
or the sensor rms errors relative to tllf merener shape It t =o. Auy eledroak: 01' 
unc:ompensated mechanical drift wiD look lile a shape cUnlt and ca_ tile error dlstrillutloa 
to Iranslate along the abscissa. Clearly, 'nstabillty or tllf stressed-lap tIedroalca Is ... 
measurable in 1 hour time periods. 

the lap experiences external forces induced by the polishing machine and the mirror. The 

machine applies substantial lateral forces to translate and rotate the lap, and may also apply 

varying forces normal to the plate as part of the figuring process. These external forces pro

duce reactions in the form of varying pressure gradients across Ihe polishing surface. Sev

eral effects tend to produce unwanted pressure gradients that can interfere with figuring. 

Running the lap off of the mirror edge induces an overturning moment into the lap plate and 

causes the plate to distort. On a sloped surface, the stressed lap's high center of gravity (pro

duced by tall actuators) induces overturning moments into the plate. A lateral force used to 

translate the lap across the mirror surface that is applied out of plane with the actual drag

ging surface of the pitch blocks produces unwanted pressure gradients. Friction in the pol

ishing machine can produce pressuR: hysteresis in parts of the polishing strokes. 

Experience has shown that one needn't address all of these points in order to suc

cessfully polish a mirror. For example. the stressed lap used for the VATI 1.8m fl1.0 mirror 
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had a ball joint connection at the center of the lap plale and a simple actively controlled 

spring arrangement to compensate overturning moments. It had no compensation for pR:S

sure gradients due to lateral drag. On the other hand. the 3.5m f/l.5 and f/l.15 mirrors were 

all polished to near 20nm rms surface errors with a mechanical linkage that eliminated 

drag-induced pR:ssure gradients but only partially compensated for overturning moments. 

The ideal connection between the lap and polishing machine contains the following 

ingredients. The lateral force used to move the lap should be applied near the glass-to-Iap 

interface in order to eliminate drag-induced pressure gradients. The linkage through which 

the lateral force is applied should not transmit any spurious moments into the lap plate that 

would cause it to deform. The linkage should passively float through a height equal to the 

sag of the optic as well as accommodate changes in slope up to 15 degR:es (for an f/l.O pa

raboloid). Lastly. it should provide active compensation of spurious external moments. 

FiguR: 8 depicts the mechanical linkage (used with the 3.5m mirrors) that passively 

eliminates deforming plate moments and pR:ssure gradients associated with dragging the 

lap over the surface of the mirror. It also provides partial compensation of overturning m0

ments. It consists of 3 4-bar linkages that have their instantaneous rotational centers near 

the glass-to-Iap interface. The instantaneous rotational center is the projected intersection 

of the 2 arms on each linkage. and no unwanted moment is introduced so long as the plane 

defined by these points coincides with actual the dragging surface. As shown in the upper 

figuR:, torque is transmitted to the plate by attaching the 3 linkages tangent to a large hub 

which itself connects to the polishing machine spindle. Axial lap pR:ssure is regulated in 

proportion to the local surface figuR: error with a pressure transducer attached to the plate 

center (shown in lower figure). 

Future polishing of all primary and secondary mirrors will incorporate R:al-time ap

plication of axial forces into the 4-bar linkages. With 3 axial forces controlled independent

ly, we can apply any combination of net axial force and moments about the 2 lateral axes. 

In this way, undesired pressure gradients can be eliminated. and desired pressure gradients 

can be applied in order to adjust the glass removal profile according to the measured surface 

errors. 
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ATTACHMENT TO POLISHING 
MACHINE SPINDLE 

LAP DRIVE 

PRESSURE 

SPINDLE:-----.. r--r---1 

CIlNTRIlL LINK 
LAP PlATE 

INSTANTAN£11IS ROTATIONAL CENTER 

Figure 8 Two views of the passin mechanic:allinkage used to connect tM ..2m stressed 
lap to the polishing machine spindle. The upper view depict., the layout of' the 3 4-b_ 
linkages and shows how torque is transmitted to the lap plate. TM lower view shows the 
details or a single "-bar linkale. Each linkage is conRKted to the midplane of'the lap 
plate by a ball joint which precludes bending moments··produc:ed by the lateral dragging 
force--rmm deforming the plate. The linkages pas.~ively eliminate unwanted pressure 
ICradients due to drag and accommodate tilt and piston as the lap is moved over tM 
surface 01' the mirror. Although they partially compensate ror overturning moments. 
complete cancellation requires active control. 
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4. Plate Fatigue and Alloy Selection 

Fatigue is the gradual deterioration of a material that is subjected to repeated load

ing. Clearly this is an imponant issue for stressed-lap polishing. In order to evaluate the sta

tistical likelihood of lap plate failure, we performed an analysis of lifetime for the most 

severe polishing scenario we could envision--a 2.2m diameter IOcm thick plate used 10 pol

ish both the 6.5m f/1.25 Multiple Mirror Telescope Conversion (MMTC) and the 8.4m fl 

1.14 Large Binocular Telescope (LBT) primary mirrors. 

Table 2 lists the strength properties of AI alloys and clearly illustrates that wrought 

AI is much stronger than cast. Alloys are listed in descending order of ultimate strength. 

Table 2 Strength Properties of Various AI Alloys. 
Alloyfremper Ultimate Strenlth Yield Strenlth Fatlaue Strenath @l 50Mcycies 

kpsi MPa kpsi MPa kpsi MPa 

7075-T6( wrought) 82 565 72 496 24 165 

2014-T6(wrought) 70 483 60 414 18 124 

2024-T4(wrought) 68 469 48 331 20 138 

2219-T87(wroughl) 61 421 49 338 

6061-T6<wroughl) 45 310 40 216 13.5 93 

Typical (cast) 35 241 25 172 9 62 

K-IOO(C8SI) 33 228 22 152 

For cyclic stresses, the fatigue strength Sf depends upon the number of stress cycles, 

N, combined with modification factors for the material, its machining, and its environment. 

A plot of N vs. fatigue strength is called an SN diagram. The ultimate strength Swt of a ma

terial is the fatigue strength for N= 1/2. For N= 103_108, Figure 9 shows the resultant SN di

agrams for 7075-T6 and 6061-T6 Al (which we consider to be the most readily available 

of the wrought alloys in large ingots). Solid lines show the respective unmodified fatigue 

strengths and dOlled lines show the modified strengths for the stressed-lap plate. Assump

8tions used in the derivation of these curves are given elsewhere1- . 

The actual fatigue limit of a stressed-lap plate depends on the number of stress cy

cles N, the mean stress cr",' and the amplitude of stress variation crII' A conservative esti

mate for sinusoidal cyclic fatigue failure is based on the Goodman diagrclm shown in Figure 
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Figure 9 SN diaarams ror 7075 and 6061 aluminum alloys with T6 temper. The IIOIId t:urves 
show the unmodified ratigue strength, and the dashed (urves show ratia. strenath 
modified appropriately ror the plate maehininlJ, 5udace finisb, and environment. 

lU The dillgram relates the mean stress and the alternating stress amplitude where fatigue 

failure (X'curs and depends on the number of stress cycles. The Goodman criterion is ob

tained by drawing a straight line from the mean stress 0'", = S", to an alternating stress am

plitude of 0'a = St<N) and requiring that the stresses be kept below this line. This criterion 

is clearly accurate at the endpoints and has been shown to be conservative in between. 

Therefore if O'm = O. fatigue failure is avoided for O'a < S,. If 0'", S",. then no alternating 

amplitude is allowed. Goodman relations using the modified fatigue strengths of Figure 9 

(at N= 106 and N=1(7) are shown in for both 7075 and 6061 alloys. 

The stressed lap is approximated on this diagram by considering two simplified 

types of alternating stresses: I) the cycling that occurs for a point on the edge of the plate 

as the lap rotates near the edge of the mirror. and 2) stress cycling that occurs near the center 

of the plate as the lap is translated from mirror vertex. to edge. A simple finite element mod
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"'igure 10 Modified Goodman relalions ror aluminum allo)'s or707S-T6 (solid lines) 
and 6061·T6 (dashed lines) ror IogN 6 (heavy lines) and loiN =7 (lilJht lines). The 
alternatinl and mean stresses ora2.2m plate are showa ror the center (tria nile) and 
periphery (~uare) or the plate. They were determined by a finite element analysis that 
modelled pohshinl strokes. 

el of the plate was constructed using shell elements. and the optical shape displacements 

were input directly onto the nodes of the model for various lap positions (alternatively. the 

stress could be calculated analytically6). The total bending of the plate consists of two parts: 

I) the off-axis shape subtracted from the vertex shape. and 2) a spherical preload which acts 

as the reference shape at the vertex. The preload must have curvature because the lap flat

tens away from the vertex. and our actuators are not bi-directional. Figure II shows the 

modelled azimuthal variation of plate stress near the edge of a 2.2m lap for the 6.5m f/I.25 

(MMTC) and 804m f/1.I4 (LBT) mirrors. The variable X signifies the distance of the lap 

center from the mirror vertex.. Both models use identical preload curvatures (X=Om). It is 

interesting to note that the highest stress is always produced by the preload. since at any 

other location on the mirror. the plate curvature is smaller (even though the forces on some 

actuators are larger). In addition. the stress at the center of the plate shows a range of 45.7 

MPa at the vertex to 34.1 and 35.2 MPa near the edges of the LBT and MMTC mirrors re-
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Figure II The azimuthal variation or the peripheral plale sb'esses , ... lDCldeis or. :u. 
stressed-lap plate on the MMT and Columbus primary mirrors as a 'unctioD or die 
distance or the lap eenler 'rom the mirror nrtex (X). The mirror vertell is IcnNrd a. 
uimuth or 180 degrees. The upper curn rep~nts the preload stress. The lower 2 
curves show plate stress around the periphery when the lap ce.ler Is near the mirror 
edge. 

spectively. The safety (or confidence) factor (S~N)/O'Q) signifies how much greater the fa

tigue strength is than the applied stress amplitude. The safety factors for both the center and 

edge at N=W6 are approximately 6and 3.4 for 7075 and 6061, and narrow t04 and 2.4 for 

N=107. 

The lifetime of the plate can be estimated by first estimating N for polishing one 

mirror. We assume that the lap. on average, rotates at 5 rpm and is completely translated on 

the mirror from vertex to edge at 0.5 cycles per minute, and that completing one mirror re

quires 320 hours of polishing and loose-abrasive grinding combined. These assumptions 

lead to N:::lcY rotations and N=I04 translations per mirror. Therefore for a total of 106 
stress cycles. we can polish up to 10 f/l-type mirrors using a lap that is 113 the diameter of 

the mirror with a reasonable safety margin. 
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S. Conclusion 

We have shown that constructing a polishing tool with dynamically controllable off

axis optical shapes can be accomplished with relatively straightforward mechanical and 

electrical systems. These laps have routinely produced 20 nm rms optical surfaces on large 

aspheric telescope primary mirrors with speeds ranging from f/1.75 to f/I.O. Shape repeat

ability errors are kept below 4 Ilm rms for tools as large as 1/3 of the diameter of the optic 

being polished. Even after polishing 10 f/l.O aspheres. a 7075-T6 aluminum plate provides 

a comfonable safety margin against cyclic fatigue failure. Current stressed lap research not 

reponed in this paper includes actively controlling pressure gradients of the tool during pll 

ishing as well as experiments to optimize the convergence rate of the technique and the ac

curate prediction of glass removal profiles. 
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Kraff. Bruce Phillips. Barry McClendon. Mike Orr. Ivan Lanum. Bob Miller, and Glen 

Weir. 
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